SERVICE OVERVIEW

Our Services
Energy Aspects is a leading global independent research consultancy. Our research is relied on by clients around the
world to inform their trading, investment and corporate strategy decisions.
We provide industry-leading analysis and data on energy markets - focused on the short term, and supported by our
long-term service.
As the energy industry transitions to a new future, Energy Aspects provides the global market insights and analyses
that enable clients to maximise profits and deliver value.
Our clients benefit from:

■ Regular reports and timely updates on market-moving events
■ Market-leading commentary and analysis
■ Detailed and user-friendly proprietary databases
■ Access to our analysts and events
Our service sectors
›› Crude Oil

›› Refining Margins

›› Long-term

›› Global Arbs & Trade Flows

›› LPG and NGLs

›› Macro Energy

›› Oil Products

›› Natural Gas

›› Emissions

Analysis
We deliver responsive, incisive commentary and deep-dive analysis for global energy markets.
Price forecasts
Our expert analysts provide price forecasts that are relied on by market participants around the globe.
Data
Our proprietary databases enable clients to quickly and easily access our data in accessible formats.
Consultancy
We provide bespoke market studies and analyses to support price hedging strategies and long-term business
development planning.

Analysis
Data

LEADING ANALYSIS

Consultancy
Events
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Crude Oil
The crude oil service covers global crude oil markets, fundamentals, data and forecasts. Subscribers benefit
from regular reports, regional outlooks, e-mail alerts, data reviews, access to our analysts and regular events
at our global offices. Energy Aspects crude oil service delivers deep insight and analysis that is relied upon to
drive trading and investment decisions and deliver profits. Additionally, Energy Aspects is one of the very few
consultancies that constructs a crude-only balance, which increasingly provides the basis for the majority of
global crude trading activity.

Published
weekly

Perspectives

Published
frequently

E-mail Alerts

Published
frequently

Notes

Our flagship weekly publication combines incisive commentary on what is driving the
market with the latest data releases. Cutting through the noise, Perspectives delivers
insight and analysis on the drivers affecting prices while exploring the fundamentals that
will drive future physical and paper values. Clients also receive detailed quarterly supplydemand balances split by region and country, and compared to IEA, EIA and OPEC data.

E-mail Alerts provide rapid insight into how unfolding market events and policy
developments are influencing the oil market and prices. E-mail Alerts deliver a short
summary of an event or development as it happens, together with the implications for
balances and our market outlook. Example topics include Brent spreads, geopolitical
flare-ups, OPEC meeting summaries, policy and subsidy changes and the fallout from IEA
announcements.

Notes discuss our outlook for supply, demand and prices for global crude markets.
In Notes, we summarise the forward-looking views derived from our balances as well as
trends in the latest available fundamentals data.
We examine key micro-regions and pricing hubs such as Cushing, the Permian, the Bakken,
Western Canada, the Gulf of Mexico, the North Sea, Asian crude markets, the Middle East
and many more.
Each Note consists of a short commentary and provides easy-to-navigate table summaries
as well as key charts.
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Published
weekly

US Oil Weekly

Published
monthly

North America Outlook

Published
monthly

North Sea Outlook

Published
frequently

Data Reviews

Published
monthly

Fundamentals

Published
ad hoc.

In Focus

Published
monthly

Key themes

Our analysis of the latest US Oil Weekly data release for crude and oil products. This weekly
report includes our forecast.

This new service is the most comprehensive yet concise guide to the North American oil
markets. Published monthly, it covers all aspects of the region, with a particular focus on
the implications for shale oil. Insight includes updates on production, regional trade flows,
Cushing balances and their impact on WTI. The service features analysis on Permian
balances, Northern Corridor balances, regional price and grade differentials and regional
refinery demand.

The new North Sea Outlook delivers comprehensive analysis of supply-demand
fundamentals and price implications. Detailing the latest production data and loading
programmes, while identifying significant production outages and maintenance events
that impact supply, the service assesses refining margins, refinery turnarounds and
refinery runs expectations to outline the crude oil demand profile in Northwest Europe.
The monthly report then delves into flows, looking first at imports into the region from
the North America, West Africa, the Mediterranean and the Middle East, exploring trade
dynamics that may impact outright, basis and spread price levels.

Data Reviews explore the fundamental supply and demand data by country or key
agency reports, combining the latest data releases with our proprietary models. Data
Reviews provide an instant update of key data releases, for example North Sea and OPEC
oil supplies, Chinese trade data and Petroleum Supply Monthly with US data revisions.
Each Data Review comes with a brief commentary, easy-to-navigate table summaries, and
key charts.

In-depth monthly analysis of oil and oil product fundamentals over the last month.
Combining all the essential data releases by key supply and demand regions and countries,
coverage includes China, the US, FSU, India and the Middle East and a comprehensive
supply-demand overview. Fundamentals delivers the analysis market participants need to
interpret the trends and themes which impact price.

In Focus identifies and analyses the key themes that we believe will shape the oil world.
Published in January, In Focus takes a deep dive into the topics that will affect the oil market
and prices in the coming year. From geopolitics and macro drivers, to trade wars and
tariffs, our expert analysts provide the insight that keeps our clients on top of dynamic
markets.

Each month we provide our outlook and charts pack for the crude and products
markets. Easy to assimilate and embed into internal and external client presentations
(with accreditation to Energy Aspects), we act as your outsourced analyst team.

Access to analysts
Our global team of analysts delivers rapid responses to our clients on market queries, data,
prices and forecasts. We host regular Insight events for clients to hear our market outlooks
and meet our teams.
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Global arbs & trade flows
The Global Arbs and Trade Flows service, a partnership between Energy Aspects and the leading cargotracking firm Kpler, provides in-depth analysis of current dynamics in the physical oil market, drawing on key
Kpler data as it relates to fundamentals, oil prices and global exports and imports along with how they interact
with our own underlying data.
The Global Arbs and Trade Flows service delivers actionable insights on developing trends in the physical
oil market, assessing how changes to fundamentals and arbs will shape crude flows in the coming months.
Drawing from our proprietary global arbitrage models, we build upon prompt and historical cargo flow data
from Kpler to forecast forward flows on key routes. The service includes historical flows by country as well as
forecast data for regions including North America, FSU, Latin America, the North Sea, the Mediterranean, the
Middle East and West Africa.
The combination of regular reports, timely e-mail updates and proprietary data and analysis give crude market
participants a vital edge in predicting how the coming months will play out in the international oil shipping
landscape.

Published
monthly

Monthly report

Published
monthly

Regional report

Published
frequently

E-mail alerts

The Global Arbs and Trade Flows Monthly condenses our most recent insights on the key
threads of the oil shipping industry, providing a broad overview of the global market and
then going into detail on developments affecting trade and arbs. We break down our
analysis by region and by crude type to provide a complete overview of how we think
shipping will evolve based on its current fundamentals.

Attached to our Monthly report, the Regional report provides in-depth insights into
physical oil movements across the world’s key exporting and consuming regions.
In the Regional report, we analyse each region’s departures and arrivals and highlight
key changes as they evolve.

E-mail alerts provide rapid insights into unfolding market events, assessing their potential
impact on physical crude flows. Recent e-mail alerts have covered the likely consequences
that a production outage in Libya or a refinery shutdown in Mexico may have on regional
supplies, flows and pricing, and other alerts examine shipping trends on a deeper level,
providing insight into how flows may structurally change in response to geopolitical events
and policy developments.
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Published
monthly

Data service
Our data service provides easy access to the key statistics that underpin our analyses and
forecasts. We divide our data into four key categories, which we discuss in greater detail
in the reports: Arrivals by destination, imports by country, loadings by destination and
exports by country.
Pricing
Landed prices for a range of key grades (grouped by heavy, medium, light and extra light
crudes) in regions such as the US Gulf Coast, Northwest Europe,
Mediterranean and Asia help users ascertain which grades are most competitive on a pure
pricing basis.
Loadings/exports
Time series of key region-to-region flows. Monthly data extend from January 2013through
the current month.
Arrivals/imports
Country-by-country customs data for a host of different countries across the globe. Monthly
data extend from January 2013 through the current month.

Access to analysts
Our global team of analysts delivers rapid responses to our clients on market queries, data,
prices and forecasts. We host regular Insight events for clients to hear our market outlooks
and meet our teams.
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Oil Products
The oil products service analyses the global oil product market and includes separate reports for light ends,
middle distillates and fuel oil. Subscribers benefit from monthly reports and regional outlooks, e-mail alerts,
data reviews, access to our analysts and regular events hosted at our global offices.
Covering topics from naphtha to fuel oil, Energy Aspects’ oil products service delivers data analyses,
fundamentals, market updates and region- and product-specific outlooks. Market participants rely on this
service to drive trading and investment decisions and to deliver profits.
Published
monthly

Light Ends Outlook

Published
monthly

Light Ends Outlook - Regional Overview

Published
monthly

Middle Distillates Outlook

Published
monthly

Middle Distillates Outlook - Regional Overview

Published
monthly

Fuel Oil Outlook

This monthly report analyses the essentials driving global gasoline and naphtha balances
and prices, delivering insight into price determination from a global perspective on these
increasingly integrated markets. We cover each region by analysing changes in main
indicators (such as individual country demand, supply, inventories and trade flows) for
products, and we also provide price forecasts and historical indicative margins. The report
covers all the information relevant to these complex markets.

This report accompanies the Outlook and drills down into the key indicators of demand,
supply, trade, inventory and prices for light ends products by region—Asia–Pacific, Middle
East and Africa, Europe, FSU, North America and Latin America—to give the reader deeper
insight into each market.

This monthly report covers market drivers for middle distillates in North America, Europe,
Asia-Pacific, Latin America, the FSU, the Middle East and Africa that will influence future
supply and demand. The publication provides complete analysis and insight into the middle
distillates market.

Alongside the Outlook, this publication goes into granular detail on the key indicators of
demand, supply, trade, inventory and prices for middle distillate products by region—Asia–
Pacific, Middle East and Africa, Europe, the FSU, North America and Latin America. This
gives readers region-specific data that will help with both specialised and general decision
making.

Covering global supply and demand factors, this monthly report on the fuel oil sector
analyses developments that will affect the market as well as future prices of fuel oil and
other bottom-of-the-barrel products, with particular emphasis on the East of Suez (Asia and
Middle East) and FSU. It includes critical indicators for each region as well as price forecasts
and commentary on market drivers.
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Published
monthly

Fuel Oil Outlook - Regional Overview

Published
frequently

E-mail Alerts

Published
frequently

Notes

Published
weekly

Weekly Oil Products Update

Published
weekly

US Oil Weekly

Published
monthly

Fundamentals

Published
frequently

Data Reviews

Published
monthly

Key themes

This report accompanies the Outlook and analyses the key indicators of demand, supply,
trade, inventory and prices for fuel oil products by region while also providing detailed studies
of cracks, spreads and prices, granting readers greater insight into specific and general fuel oil
trends to factor into their own strategic decision making.

Our alerts provide rapid insights into how breaking market events and policy developments
are influencing oil product markets and prices. E-mail Alerts deliver short summaries of the
latest action as it happens, as well as how it applies to our balances and market outlook.
Example topics include refinery outages and turnaround schedules, East/West arbs,
product trade flows, political developments, and short-term changes in balances and their
impact on prices and spreads.

Notes examine our outlook for supply, demand and prices for global refined products
markets. In Notes, we summarise the forward-looking views derived from our balances as
well as trends in the latest available fundamentals data. We examine key regions and pricing
hubs such as New York Harbour, US Gulf Coast, Latin America, Northwest Europe, the Med,
Middle East, and Asia Pacific. Each Note consists of a short commentary and provides easyto-navigate table summaries as well as key charts.

Every Friday, this e-mail alert summarises key developments across all global refined
product markets and explains how these events may affect our monthly price forecasts.
Subscribers end the week with a full overview of the key market drivers.

Our analysis of the latest US Oil Weekly data release for crude and oil products. This weekly
report includes our forecast.

Our monthly Fundamentals report summarises all our research from the past month on each
aspect of the oil and oil products landscape around the world, providing a complete picture
of the state of the global crude environment. With region-specific balances, analyses and
forecasts that give readers insight into topics ranging from refinery runs to storage levels to
progress on upstream and downstream projects, Fundamentals provides a comprehensive
overview of how we expect the oil production landscape to behave over the near future.

Data Reviews explore fundamental supply and demand statistics released by key agencies
and governmental organisations, combining their latest data releases with our extensive
proprietary models. Our Data Reviews provide instant updates on the latest numbers from
the US Department of Energy, Canada, OPEC, Middle East, China, India, Australia, Japan,
South Korea, Europe, Norway, the UK, the FSU, Brazil and Mexico, along with analyses of US
oil and shale output as well as US demand and trade.

Each month, we release our outlooks and charts pack for the crude and products markets.
Easy to assimilate and embed into internal and external client presentations
(with accreditation to Energy Aspects), we act as your outsourced analyst team.

Access to analysts
Our global team of analysts delivers rapid responses to client queries on market data, prices,
forecasts and the state of the market in general. We host regular Insight events for clients to
learn more about our market outlooks and meet our team.
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Refining Margins
The weekly refining margins service provides a snapshot of spot and forward margins for refining systems
globally, drawing from our proprietary models. This new service allows subscribers to quickly evaluate market
trends for the refineries by regions, and highlights challenges and opportunities for traders and optimisers.
It also enables subscribers to understand the evolution of margins by refinery type and by product, as well as
refiners’ appetites for different crude grades.
The report provides a visualisation of the absolute and relative strength of refinery margins by product in seven key
regions: Northwest Europe, the Mediterranean, Singapore, the US Gulf Coast, the US East Coast, the US Midwest and
the US West Coast, accompanied by brief analytical commentary. The report is published on Mondays, while the data
and charts are refreshed daily and are available online by 12:00 London time.
The key visualisations are:
■ Complex refinery margins in both maximum gasoline and maximum diesel mode, for all the key regions.
■ Breakdown of the recent evolution of complex margins.
■ Conversion unit margins for the key regions.
■ Breakdown of the evolution of conversion unit margins.
■ Planned refinery maintenance.
■ Technical analysis aiding identification of forward hedging and trading opportunities by comparing the 		
value of forward margins to the cash market’s historical behaviour.
Each section of the report details the margins of specific configurations (gasoline-oriented, diesel-oriented, FCC and
hydrocracker) from our proprietary models, which represents the weighted average distribution of different products
coming out of refineries from a specific region.
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Model details
Energy Aspects’ proprietary refinery margin models are based on sets of yields that
aim to capture regional variations in complex refinery configurations. Gasoline
Model details
configurations are based only on refineries that have FCCs. Diesel-oriented
configurations
based
on refineries
include
The
cost of
crudes
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quality
differentialquotations.
of crudes typically flowing into the region, including their delivery costs in the case of FOB quotations.
To enable comparison between the gasoline and diesel configurations, both are modelled using the same
To enable comparison between the gasoline and diesel configurations, both are
representative regional crude slate.

modelled using the same representative regional crude slate.

Fig 1: Crude slate by region, %
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Spot regional product prices published by Argus Media Group are used to calculate
refinery earnings.

Spot regional product prices published by Argus Media Group are used to calculate refinery earnings.

Fig 2: Europe quotations
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Source: Energy Aspects

Fig 3: Singapore and PADD 1 quotations
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Fig 4: PADD 2 and PADD 3 quotations
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Fig 5: PADD 5 quotations
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The following tables set out the ranges of the yields used in Energy Aspects models. Escalation factors and other
The following tables set out the ranges of the yields used in Energy Aspects models.
proprietary details of the models are not disclosed.

Escalation factors and other proprietary details of the models are not disclosed.

Fig 6: Gasoline-oriented complex configuration, %
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Fig 7: Singapore and PADD 1 quotations
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Breakdown of complex margins

Breakdown
complex sections
marginsof the Weekly margins report, the complex margins are weighted
In theofbreakdown

In the breakdown
thedifferent
Weekly margins
report, the
complex margins are
averages in
of the
two
averagessections
of the oftwo
configurations
(gasoline-oriented
andweighted
diesel-oriented)
each
different configurations (gasoline-oriented and diesel-oriented) in each region according to the following ratios:
region according to the following ratios:

Fig 8: Ratio gasoline / diesel configurations, %
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The breakdown
sections in sections
the reportinidentify
the main
contributors
to the
evolution oftothe
margins
overof
two
relevant
The breakdown
the report
identify
the main
contributors
the
evolution
the
time periods defined in the report and shown in the tables of the Weekly margins report. The main contributors are
margins over two relevant time periods defined in the report and shown in the tables of the
grouped into:
Weekly margins report. The main contributors are grouped into:
■ The Cif differentials of the crudes, which are part of the slate commonly processed in the region. This value also
takes into account the crude’s delivery costs.
• The Cif differentials of the crudes, which are part of the slate commonly processed in the
■ The products themselves: LPG, naphtha, gasoline, jet, gasoils, VGO and HS fuel.
region. This value also takes into account the crude’s delivery costs.
•

The products themselves: LPG, naphtha, gasoline, jet, gasoils, VGO and HS fuel.
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gasoline or gasoil. This way, we can identify whether regional FCCs should be in diesel or gasoline
mode and we can then calculate their margin accordingly.

Conversion
unit margins
The prices
of the products

that are typically sold in volume (like alkylate, MTBE, gasoline

components
and
gasoil
components)
are corrected
using thegasoline
ratio between
theprices
typical
Margins for
the FCC units
take
into account
the relative
strength between
and gasoil
bydensity
the use of a
‘swing cut’,
which
is
the
process
to
switch
a
production
stream
to
either
gasoline
or
gasoil.
This
way,
we
can identify
and the standard density of the production in question.
whether regional FCCs should be in diesel or gasoline mode and we can then calculate their margin accordingly.

The pricesFinally,
of the products
are typically
sold in volume
(likeconsidering
alkylate, MTBE,
components
the FCC that
margins
are computed
by also
thegasoline
downstream
units, and
suchgasoil
as
components)
are
corrected
using
the
ratio
between
the
typical
density
and
the
standard
density
of
the
production
alkylation and MTBE units, which process the light ends produced by the FCC to boost the octane
in question.
of FCC production.
Finally, the FCC margins are computed by also considering the downstream units, such as alkylation and MTBE units,
which process
the light ends produced by the FCC to boost the octane of FCC production.
Energy Aspects will not disclose yields used in the model nor the escalation factors applied. In
Energy Aspects
will not
disclose
used
the model
nor the
escalation
factors applied.
the table below
the table
below
is theyields
range
of in
yields
that was
used
for calculating
the twoInconversion
unit is the
range of yields that was used for calculating the two conversion unit margins.
margins.

Fig 9: Conversion units yields, %
FCC

Hydrocracker

Fuel and losses

4.7 - 6.7

0.6 - 1.0

Ethane

2.7 - 4.7

0.9 - 1.3

Propane

1.2 - 2.0

0.8 - 1.1

Propylene

5.0 - 7.0

-

Alkylate

8.0 - 10.0

-

Iso-butylene

0.8 - 1.4

-

Butane

0.5 - 0.9

2.6 - 4.6

Naphtha

-

28.0 - 31.0

Gasoline

30 - 34

-

Gasoil/Gasoline

6.7 - 11

-

Gasoil

16 - 17

-

Diesel

-

48 - 52

VGO

2.0 - 6.0

Aug-16

Fuel

10.0 - 11.0

-

Source: Energy Aspects

Fo further information or a free trial of this service please contact your account manager or
sales@energyaspects.com

sales@energyaspects.com | London +44 20 3322 4100 | New York +1 646-606 2900 |
Singapore +65 3158 9990 | Houston +1 832 742 1200
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SERVICE OVERVIEW

LPG and NGLs
Natural gas liquids (NGLs) market growth has outpaced other refined products and now accounts for around
15% of total global oil demand. Global NGL markets are undergoing rapid change, with supply growth
largely from North American shale, East of Suez refinery capacity additions and Middle Eastern LNG and gas
processing expansions. Demand growth in the residential/commercial and petrochemical sectors is outpacing
the transportation and aviation sectors.
With in-depth knowledge of the intricate workings of the traded markets and insights into regional supplydemand dynamics, our publications deliver valuable information to keep you ahead of developments in these
complex markets.
Along with our unique geopolitical commentary and longer-term strategic analysis, the service’s reports offer
complete coverage of the global NGL markets.

Published
monthly

LPG & NGLs Outlook

Published
monthly

LPG & NGLs – Regional Overview

Published
frequently

E-mail Alerts

Our flagship publication spans global supply and demand. Our analysis combines
commentary on key market themes with insights on important developments affecting
the market and future prices. The Outlook details the drivers behind price determination,
looking at the latest data releases from the key regions of Europe, FSU, Africa, the Americas
and East of Suez.

The report drills down in granular detail into the key indicators of demand, supply,
trade, inventory and prices for these products by region—Asia Pacific, Middle East and
Africa, Europe, FSU, North America, and Latin America—to give the reader insight into
a complex area.

Alerts provide rapid insight into how unfolding market events and policy developments are
influencing LPG and NGL markets and prices. Alerts deliver a short summary of an event
or development as it happens, together with the implications for balances and our market
outlook. Example topics include critical infrastructure outages, demand hotspot stories,
trade flows, east-west arbs and short-term changes in regional balances and their impact
on prices and spreads.

Analysis
Data

LEADING ANALYSIS

Consultancy
Events

Published
frequently

Notes
Notes discusses our supply/demand outlooks for global NGL and LPG markets, as well as
provides price forecasts. We elaborate on our forward-looking market views that derive
from our global and regional balances, and highlight key tradeable trends.
Each Note consists of a short commentary and provides easy-to-navigate table summaries
as well as key charts.

Published
weekly

Weekly North American NGLs update

Published
frequently

Database access

This weekly alert summarises our views on the ethane, propane, and C4+ markets, with
particular regard to export arbitrage opportunities and petrochemical feedstock viability.
We also include market-moving news on developments and operations that could affect
NGL market dynamics.

Our proprietary balances data for LPG and ethane form a vital part of the LPG and
NGLs service. The data is presented in an Excel file for easy download, integration and
manipulation in client systems. We offer global databases for LPG supply and demand,
steam crackers, naphtha supply and demand, and PDH capacity.

Access to analysts
Our global team of analysts delivers rapid responses to our clients on market queries, data,
prices and forecasts. We host regular Insight events for clients to hear our market outlooks
and meet our teams.

SERVICE OVERVIEW

Global LNG
The global gas market is going through a rapid evolution. Disparate and regionally separate gas markets are
being brought together through the expansion of global trade. In this fast-emerging global gas market,
Energy Aspects offers a fully integrated service.
We cover all main gas markets, analysing the developments in each market’s core fundamentals and price
drivers. We have a range of publications which span data analysis, market fundamentals and trends. The suite
provides globally consistent forecasts of supply and demand balances and prices, with a focus on the front two
years of the curve.
Global LNG forms part of the Natural Gas service which also includes European Gas and North American Gas.
Together they provide comprehensive analysis of the global market. Alternatively, each region is available as a
stand-alone service.
Our global team of experienced analysts delivers the insight, analysis and data relied on by market participants
to drive investment decisions and maximise profits.

Published
monthly

Outlook

Published
monthly

Insight

Published
frequently

E-mail alerts

The monthly Global LNG Outlook studies the dynamics of the LNG market and forecasts
how they will develop in the months and years ahead. The report tracks all major features
from large LNG terminals and projects through to pricing. With detailed data on the
volume and destination of LNG trade flows, as well as a deep dive on a current topic,
the report provides comprehensive insight into the importance of LNG for different
regions.

Each month, Insight looks at some of the most important issues in the market and
covers these in greater analytical depth, analysing their key implications for the traded
markets. The topics are wide ranging and include seasonal outlooks, geopolitical issues,
supply developments and the impact from specific policy measures. Examples are analysis
of China’s demand side, India’s gas market, and what export projects will advance in
the future.

E-mail alerts provide rapid, actionable insight into how market events, news headlines
and policy developments will influence LNG markets and prices. E-mail alerts offer a short
summary of the event as it happens, together with the implication for balances and any
impacts on our market outlook.

Analysis
Data

LEADING ANALYSIS

Consultancy
Events

Published
weekly

Panorama

Published
frequently

Notes

Published
yearly

Global gas market outlook

The weekly Global Gas Panorama keeps subscribers on top of the latest supply, demand
and price developments in the global LNG market. The report analyses key market
developments, and offers our view for the weeks ahead. The insight, charts and tables in
the report enable readers to successfully navigate the LNG sector and maximise profits.

Notes discuss our outlook for supply, demand and prices at specific gas hubs, regions and
countries. We deliver our forward-looking views derived from our balances and trends in
the latest available fundamentals data. We examine key global demand centres such as
those in Asia and Latin America, as well as gas supply and market balance developments in
the major North American and Middle East markets.

The global gas market outlook presentation provides Energy Aspect’s outlook for the
development of the markets. Easy to assimilate and available for use by clients in internal
and external presentations (with due accreditation to Energy Aspects), we act as your
outsourced analyst team.

Access to analysts
Our global team of analysts delivers rapid responses to our clients on market queries, data,
prices and forecasts. We host regular Insight events for clients to hear our market outlooks
and meet our team.

SERVICE OVERVIEW

European gas
Long regarded as the balancing market for global LNG, Europe’s role within the greater gas landscape is
becoming more important than ever. Market dynamics are changing fast as Russia seeks new export markets
and as the US shale boom continues. Our global team of experts deliver the insight, data and analysis required
to drive investment decisions and maximise profits in a quickly evolving landscape.
Our range of publications spans data analysis, market fundamentals and trends. We provide forecasts of supply
and demand balances and prices, with a focus on the front two years of the curve.
European Gas forms part of the Natural Gas service, which also includes Global LNG and North American Gas.
Together, these services provide comprehensive analysis of the global market, and we also offer each region as
a standalone service.

Published
monthly

Outlook

Published
frequently

E-mail alerts

Published
weekly

Panorama

This monthly publication combines forward-looking market commentary with supply and
demand balances, information on infrastructure maintenance, power plant status and
weather forecasts. The report outlines price forecasts for the NBP and Continental gas
markets (TTF, Zeebrugge and NCG) and in-depth analysis of European supply and demand
balances. It also provides thorough commentary on key topics that will influence
European markets.

E-mail alerts provide rapid, actionable insight into how market events, news headlines
and policy developments will influence global markets and prices. E-mail alerts offer a
short summary of the event as it happens, together with its implication for balances and its
impacts on our market outlook.

The weekly Panorama covers the outlook for European gas markets in the coming two
weeks. In this report, we outline our views on key metrics of supply (including LNG sendout
as well as Norwegian and Russian flows), demand (such as power sector gas burn) and
storage, along with our expectations for price developments in key hubs.

Analysis
Data

LEADING ANALYSIS

Consultancy
Events

Published
frequently

Notes

Published
monthly

Insight

Published
yearly

In Focus

Notes discuss our outlook for supply, demand and prices at Europe’s gas hubs, regions and
countries. In Notes, we summarise the forward-looking views derived from our balances as
well as trends in the latest available fundamentals data. We examine key hubs such as the
TTF and NBP as well as imports to the EU. Each Note consists of a short commentary and
provides easy-to-navigate table summaries as well as key charts.

Every month, Insight looks at some of the most topical issues in the market and covers
them in greater depth, drawing out their key implications for the traded markets. Insight
topics range widely, covering everything from seasonal outlooks and the impacts of new
infrastructure on existing supply to developments in demand and the effects of specific
policy measures on the wider market. Examples include the summer and winter outlooks,
the impact of Norwegian maintenance, the recent uptick in UKCS production and the
implications of the Russia–Ukraine crisis on Europe’s gas markets.

In Focus reports describe our annual outlook for the main supply–demand developments
and pricing dynamics we anticipate for the coming year. The reports provide an overview
of our thinking on the gas market across the Global LNG, Europe and North America
services. Subsections of the reports offer detailed analyses of key market issues,with past
examples including the limits of coal-to-gas fuel switching in Europe’s power sector and
the likelihood of US LNG export plant shut-ins.

Access to analysts
Our global team of analysts delivers rapid responses to our clients on market queries, data,
prices and forecasts. We host regular Insight events for clients to hear our market outlooks
and meet our team.
Published
monthly

Global Gas Market Outlook
The Global Gas Market outlook presentation describes Energy Aspects’ outlook on how
markets will develop moving forward. Easy to assimilate and available foruse by clients in
internal and external presentations (with due accreditation to Energy Aspects), we act as
your outsourced analyst team.

SERVICE OVERVIEW

North American Gas
The domestic North American natural gas market is increasingly exposed to global market forces. As gas
demand grows and production matures in domestic basins, our international team provides the insight, data
and analysis required to drive investment decisions and maximise profits. Our analyses leverage our crosscommodity views, as our gas team collaborates with the North American crude desk when assessing supply,
the North American power desk when assessing demand and our full Global Gas and LNG team when assessing
the North American market against that of the world.
We are proud to deliver one of the industry’s most trusted models for short-term storage. We use this model as
a core part of calculating our supply–demand balances, providing clients with reliable and actionable insight.
Our range of publications spans data analysis, market fundamentals and trends. We forecast supply–demand
balances as well as Henry Hub and regional prices, with a focus on the front two years of the price curve. North
American Gas is part of our greater Natural Gas service, which also includes the Global LNG and European Gas
services. Together, these services provide a comprehensive analysis of the global market.
Each region is also available as a standalone service.

Published
monthly

Outlook

Published
frequently

E-mail Alerts

Published
weekly

Panorama

The North American natural gas market is undergoing a revolution as new gas and oil
drilling push USgas production toward 100 bcf/d, enabling it to become increasingly
interconnected with the global market. Our monthly North American Outlook explores the
region’s changing supply dynamics, offers insight into challenges to demand and provides
a complete picture on how North American gas functions in an increasingly competitive
global market. Our Outlook also breaks down our price forecasts, the drivers behind them
and the risks we see on the horizon.

E-mail alerts provide rapid, actionable insight into how market events, news headlines and
policy developments will influence balances and prices. E-mail alerts offer a short summary
of the event as it happens, along with its implications for our data and how it affects our
market outlook. These alerts cover market-moving developments such as risks to the Henry
Hub–TTF arb closing, how weather runs influence changes in weekly balances and how
Mexican infrastructure additions are affecting cross-border flows.

The weekly Panorama provides a topical analysis of breaking issues affecting the North
American gas market. We describe how our price formation and balance forecasts have
evolved over the past week in response to near-term weather forecasts, pipeline flow data
and regulatory changes. The report includes also shows pipeline flow data across key shale
plays as well as exports and demand by sector. Finally, the North American Panorama
includes our six-week forward forecast of storage changes.

Analysis
Data

LEADING ANALYSIS

Consultancy
Events

Published
each Friday

Weekly Basis Alert

Published
weekly

Lower 48 Storage Update

Published
frequently

Notes

Published
quarterly

Insights

Published
weekly

Rig Report

Published
annually

In Focus

Each Friday, we describe in depth our view on the price and fundamentals for a different
key North American regional hub, discussing how our view exists in relation to the forward
curve and the market as a whole.

The weekly Lower 48 Storage Update contains our final forecasts of mainland US stock
levels for the EIA storage report, as well as a summary of key supply and demand changes.
Easy-to-use tables summarise key flow data for our balances, enabling readers to anticipate
the flow of gas through the mainland US.

Notes include forward-looking supply–demand balances for Canada and Mexico as well
as our views regarding key underlying fundamentals in these countries. We also look at
Western Canadian and Eastern Canadian gas prices and provide updates on the progress
of key Mexican infrastructure developments.

The North American Gas Insight provides a comprehensive overview of some of the
most topical issues affecting the market and analyses how traded markets will evolve in
response. Insights cover a wide range of topics, from impacts of new infrastructure on
existing flow data to effects of specific policy measures on the overall market. Insights also
include seasonal outlooks and updates on the state of supply, and they dive into detail on
topics such as Permian and Haynesville production forecasts.

Released on Fridays after Baker Hughes updates its rig count estimates, this report provides
an overview of oil and gas rig counts in key areas that contribute to gas supply.

In Focus reportsserve as our annual outlooks for the main supply-demand developments
and pricing dynamics that we anticipateforthe coming year. The reports provide an
overview ofour thinking on the gasmarket across theGlobal LNG, Europe and North
America services. Sub-sections of the reports offerdetailed analysis of key market
issueswithpast examples including the limitsof coal-to-gas fuel switching in Europe’s power
sector andthe likelihoodof US LNG export plant shut-ins.

Access to analysts
Our global team of analysts delivers rapid responses to clients on market queries, data,
prices and forecasts. We host regular Insight events for clients to hear our market outlooks
and meet our team.
Published
monthly

North American Gas Market Outlook
The North American Gas Market Outlook compiles our views on how the gas market will
continue developing over the short and long term. Easy to assimilate and available for use
by clients in internal and external presentations (with due accreditation to Energy Aspects),
we act as your outsourced analyst team.

SERVICE OVERVIEW

Power
Power markets in North America are undergoing a massive transformation in the types of generation serving
demand, the policies governing markets and the interplay between the two. Market participants need to
understand both the fundamental and regulatory factors that affect price formation. Our power service
provides a comprehensive array of forecasts and insights that enable readers to develop in-depth strategies
that will pay off in the shifting power market landscape.
This service is headed by Peter Rosenthal, who has more than two decades of experience covering these
markets and leads the research from New York.

Published
monthly

Outlook

Published
frequently

E-mail Alerts

Published
frequently

Notes

Our monthly Outlook provides detailed analysis of power market supply and demand
fundamentals, including all relevant data, state/federal/system-operator policies,
environmental developments and price movements. We also examine changes to the
generating stack, including renewable mandates and related developments, views on
load (demand) and load drivers, forecasts for prices and the price forecasts’ relationship
to natural gas (implied heat rates). The Outlook provides in-depth views on PJM, New York
ISO, ISO New England and ERCOT as well as related fuels (natural gas, coal and petroleum)
markets, drawing from research conducted by our leading North America natural gas
service.

E-mail alerts provide rapid insights into how industry events, news headlines and policy
developments will influence power markets and prices. E-mail alerts offer a short summary
of market changes as well as the effects they may have on our forecasts.

Notes examine our outlook for supply, demand and prices for North American power
markets. In our Notes, we summarise forward-looking views derived from our balances
as well as potential market drivers from a regulatory, policy and fuels perspective. We will
also examine regions outside the core Eastern and ERCOT ISO hubs covered in our monthly
Outlook and regular e-mail alerts, as well as macro drivers of power supply, demand and
prices. Each Note consists of short commentary and also provides easy-to-navigate table
summaries as well as key charts.

Analysis
Data

LEADING ANALYSIS

Consultancy
Events

Published
periodically

Market forecast slideshow

Updated
periodically

Databases

We periodically publish market forecast slideshows that focus on shorter-term trading
dynamics, including generation trends and forecasts, fuel market drivers and updates
on demand. This format provides a quick summary between our monthly Outlooks on
our major market ideas. Easy to assimilate and available for use by clients for internal
and external presentations (with due accreditation to Energy Aspects), we act as your
outsourced power market analyst team.

Our power service includes a full suite of market data, downloadable in .xls format for easy
integration into client systems and analysis. The files include data on existing and planned
power plants by ISO, forecasts of expected US nuclear power plant outages by unit and
updates on renewables projects, including on- and offshore wind, solar and battery
storage, for the major ISOs.

Access to analysts
Our global team of analysts delivers rapid responses to clients on market queries, data,
prices and forecasts. We host regular Insight events for clients to hear our market outlooks
and meet our team.

SERVICE OVERVIEW

Emissions
Our carbon service offers invaluable insight into the European Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS), as well
as Kyoto Protocol offsets and emerging emissions markets in North America, China and elsewhere. The carbon
service combines an in-depth monthly Outlook, weekly market update and regular alerts to keep clients on top
of this rapidly changing market.

Published
monthly

Outlook
The EU ETS, Europe’s high-profile emissions trading scheme, has featured periods of
intense price volatility driven by a frequently changing policy environment. Understanding
the drivers behind the price volatility is essential for anyone with compliance obligations or
trading interests in this area.
Our monthly Outlook report provides the tools for understanding these volatile markets.
It provides detailed analysis of supply and demand fundamentals, policy, data, market
participant behaviour and price movements. The Outlook includes an in-depth exploration
of topics important to driving market prices, up-to-date market commentary, and long-term
supply, demand and price forecasts for the European carbon market. As other emissions
markets develop and mature (California, China, Korea, CORSIA), these will increasingly be
covered as part of the service.

Published
ad hoc

Insights

Published
weekly

Carbon Weekly

Our Insight reports look at some of the most important issues in the emissions space in
greater analytical depth, analysing key implications for the traded markets. The topics
are wide-ranging and will include deep dives into marginal abatement costs, emissions
markets other than the EU ETS, significant changes in regulatory frameworks, and carbon’s
relationship with associated fuel markets. Recent Insight reports (previously published as
part of the Outlook) analysed CORSIA, the EU Green Deal, and the abatement costs of the
cement industry.

The Carbon Weekly report discusses current developments in the European emissions
market. The report includes our view on price drivers in the market and where we expect
EUA prices to go in the weeks ahead. It also delivers a snapshot of fundamental information
for the carbon markets including supply and demand drivers such as EUA auctions and
upcoming policy events.

Analysis
Data

LEADING ANALYSIS

Consultancy
Events

Published
frequently

E-mail Alerts

Published
frequently

Database access

E-mail alerts provide rapid insight into how unfolding market events and policy
developments are influencing the carbon market and prices. E-mail alerts deliver a short
summary of an event or development as it happens, together with the implications for
balances and our market outlook.

Our proprietary balances data for the EU ETS form a vital part of the Emissions service.
The data are presented in Excel files for easy download, integration and manipulation
in clients’ systems. We offer databases with comprehensive statistics on EUA supply
and demand, including information covering EUA free allocations, auction calendar and
emissions by major sector.

Access to analysts
Our global team of analysts delivers rapid responses to our clients on market queries, data,
prices and forecasts.

SERVICE OVERVIEW

Macro energy
Our Macro Energy service delivers timely and detailed analysis on how geopolitics and supply–demand
fundamentals converge to create the world’s energy landscape, and it also describes how we expect these
developments will translate into risks and opportunities for energy commodity investors. Macro Energy
subscribers also can access a full picture of how developments in the energy climate will affect the equity, fixedincome, currency and commodity markets.
The Macro Energy service steps back from the sea of numbers to look at the wider picture they present.
Drawing from our deep energy sector expertise, we present our forward-looking analyses in a readily available
format, enabling clients to better capitalise on global trends as they emerge.
Central to the service is the weekly Digest, which presents our commentary on key market drivers. The Digest
is supplemented by frequent e-mail alerts on market-moving developments taking place around the world.
Clients gain additional value by interacting directly with our analysts and drilling deeper into our data, studies
and forecasts. Our Macro Energy team helps clients navigate these complex markets, informing investment
decisions and maximising profits.

Published
weekly

Digest

Published
frequently

E-mail alerts

The Macro Digest is our flagship publication, delivering global views on the energy sector
as well as unique, future-focussed perspectives on the key pivot and inflection points
to watch across the energy complex. Intended for use by energy traders, investment
managers, funds and banks, the Digest keeps subscribers informed of key market
developments and their likely impact on pricing.

E-mail alerts provide rapid insight into how unfolding market events and policy
developments are influencing energy market production and prices. E-mail alerts deliver
a short summary of market events they happen, together with its implications for balances
and our market outlook. Macro Energy subscribers receive the most relevant e-mail alerts
from across our range of services as well as dedicated Macro Energy insights.

Analysis
Data

LEADING ANALYSIS

Consultancy
Events

Published
frequently

Notes
Notes examine our outlook for the macroeconomic energy commodity environment. These
analytical pieces summarise the effects that macro drivers will have on our forecasts and
balances, examining global and local developments that will move commodities markets.
Topics include OPEC developments, sudden market shocks, political developments and
policy changes. Each Note consists of a short commentary and may also provide easy-tonavigate table summaries as well as key charts, keeping subscribers one step ahead of the
ever-changing international energy market.

Access to Analysts
Our global team of analysts delivers rapid responses to clients on market queries, data,
prices and forecasts. We host regular Insight events for clients to hear our market outlooks
and meet our team.

SERVICE OVERVIEW

Long-term
The Long-term energy market outlook service provides our forecasts for international energy markets out to
2040. As well as a region- and country-specific and fuel-type approach, we also look at the key contributing
sectors. Our approach delivers a comprehensive understanding of how oil, gas, coal, renewables and nuclear
markets will evolve over the coming decades based on existing and likely policy decisions and trends.
Now in its second year, the service has evolved to include country-by-country demand data through to 2040
plus comprehensive gas supply analysis, a detailed oil refining section and hydrogen coverage.
Combining comprehensive data sets, deep-dive analysis and our forecasts to 2040, the long-term service
delivers actionable insight to drive corporate strategy and investment decisions.

Published
yearly

Long-term Energy Market Outlook

Published
twice yearly

Long-term Outlook data

This extensive and detailed annual report is the foundation of the service. Built on our
detailed proprietary model of primary energy production and consumption, it incorporates
in-depth analysis of a wide range of topics that will drive future energy markets and prices
(e.g. electric vehicles, petrochemicals and Asian economic growth) including detailed
forecasts over the next twenty years.

Download the detailed data behind our outlook for the five sources of primary energy:
oil, coal, natural gas, nuclear and renewables and energy carriers such as electricity and
hydrogen. The data cover supply and demand for all energy sources and oil products
country by country. Price forecasts include crude, oil products and natural gas. Other data
provide long-term numbers on vehicle data, refining, economic and population data. The
service now also includes electricity generation mix by country and hydrogen demand.
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Data
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Consultancy
Events

Published
yearly

Medium-term Update
The Medium-Term Oil Outlook looks at the likely direction of the oil market over the
next five years. We publish an updated report each June to ensure that our forecast has
incorporated the latest fundamental drivers on the prompt, such as economic shifts,
technology changes and regulatory and political dynamics. The Medium Term service
ensures that subscribers will receive always benefit from detailed, timely analysis of the
factors affecting the global energy market and their bottom line.
We also launched our Medium-Term LNG service in June 2020. This service analyses
the expanding global LNG trade and comes with in-depth country-by-country import
and export forecasts. We discuss current and future developments in the LNG sector’s
liquefaction and regasification infrastructure, drawing from our extensive infrastructure
databases when crafting our modelling approaches.

Published
monthly

E-mail Alerts

Published
yearly

In Focus

Twice
yearly

Workshops

We publish timely E-mail Alerts examining market developments that affect the
assumptions that drive our long-term forecast. For example, a series of major new upstream
discoveries, a significant technological breakthrough or a shift in the outlook for the global
economy. Each month we provide a detailed overview of the latest developments that will
impact the long-term outlook.

In Focus reports serve as our outlooks for the main themes that are developing within
the energy markets over the next two decades. The reports provide an overview of our
thinking on the energy transition as energy use begins to include renewable and newer
forms of supply as well as conventional hydrocarbon use. Sub-sections of the reports offer
detailed analysis of how key energy transition themes might impact existing crude oil, gas,
oil products and emissions markets as well as how global policy and macroeconomics
might shape the energy markets going forward.

Subscribers are invited to our exclusive long-term workshops, held annually in our London
and Houston offices. The workshops provide a valuable forum for our analysts to present
our long-term methodology and views and fully address topics of interest to our clients.

Access to analysts
Our global team of analysts delivers rapid responses to our clients on market queries, data,
prices and forecasts. We host regular Insight events for clients to hear our market outlooks
and meet our teams.

LONDON
+44 20 3322 4100

NEW YORK
+1 646 606 2900

HOUSTON
+1 832 742 1200

SINGAPORE
+65 3138 1222

sales@energyaspects.com
energyaspects.com

